Digitizing
VHS and
VHS-C Tapes
in the
Memory Lab

Turning on the Mac and Monitor
In the back right
corner, push in
the recessed
“on” button.
To turn on the monitor,
push this first button
on the right underhand
side.

Give it a few moments
and look for the small
dot to light up here.
Now the Mac is on.

Logging in to the Mac

1. Click on CPL Memory Lab

2. Type in the password: 298Cedar

These are
VHS Tapes

The types of tapes we can digitize in the Memory Lab are VHS and VHS-C.

VHS-C
These are the cartridges
for your VHS-C tapes.
The black one is automatic.
Push here and the top will open.
Insert your tape. Push the top
down.
This one is manual. Just slide the
top down, insert the tape and
then slide it back up.

Pro Tip:

See the holes in the back of
the cartridges? Use those to
help push out your
tape when done.

Turn on the Sony Monitor.
Push in the button to the right that says

power.
(The green and yellow lights will come on.)
The screen will stay snowy for now.

Turn on the Panasonic S-VHS player.
The power button is on the left of the panel.

This is where you will insert the tape.

Pull down the
panel.
This panel covers the
area where you will
eventually insert your
VHS tape.
Don’t insert the tape
yet.

In order to listen to the audio from your video tape you will
need to plug in headphones or earbuds. (At the left of the
screen where it says "phones.")

The only part of the
panel that you will use
is the pad of keys to
the right and the eject
button to the left.
(In the white lines.)

Insert your storage device in the USB
ports on the left side of the monitor.

1.85 MB Flash Drive

2TB External Hard Drive

Video tapes are often a mystery! We don't know how long they
are or how much space we will need to store them. One thing is
for sure- a flash drive will not allow you to save much video.
Bring an external hard drive that stores one terabyte or more. It
will need to be formatted to work with a Mac.
(We can help with that.)

What we will be using
to digitize the tape!

“Finder” is the file system for
Mac (This is where you will
find your external hard drive
or flash drive)

Black Magic Media Express is
the software we use to
change the VHS tape to a
.mov file

HandBrake (aka "The Pineapple") is
the software we use to convert that
.mov file to a .MP4 file
(.MP4 files take up less space on
your hard drive.)

This is what
Black Magic
Media Express
looks like when
you first open it.

This is what it looks
like after you push
play on the VHS
player.

Troubleshooting Tip

Make sure your audio is ok by listening to
the tape with earbuds plugged in at the VHS player.
Also, look for the green lines above. This is a good level.

If you find your video looks wobbly,
fast forward for about a minute and
re-wind. Do this two to three times.
Customers have said that this
improves how the tape plays
afterward.

Capture

Find the place on the VHS tape that you want to be the starting point for your recording.
Click on "Capture" at the bottom of the screen.
You may get a message that an "Untitled 01 already exists."
Select "Overwrite."
Push "Play" on the VHS player.

This shows you are
recording, because the
red arrows are moving
and the Capture tab is
red. You will also see
the green lines move
with the sound.

This shows how long you have been recording.

Right now you are
recording a .mov file in
Black Magic Media
Express and it is saving
onto the Mac as
"Untitled 01."

1. When your video clip is done,
push "Capture" again to
stop the recording in Black Magic
Media Express Software.
Untitled 01

Capture

Notice that now there is a video clip "Untitled 01."
Our next step is to move this .mov file from Black Magic
Media Express and put it in HandBrake where we will
turn it into a .mp4 file saved on your storage device!

2. Push "Stop"
on the VHS cassette.

Open the HandBreak sofware
(AKA "The Pineapple.")

The first time you open HandBrake it will
bring you right to this screen with the
.mov clip you just made.
Double click on it and it will place this video
right in the middle of the HandBrake software.

Any time after
this first time you open
HandBrake, you will find
your .mov file by looking to
the top left in HandBrake
and clicking on "Open
Source."

Using
HandBreak to
save your video
clip as a .mp4
file on your
storage device

1. Get the .mov clip in the
middle of the HandBrake screen
Click on Open Source in
HandBrake to find this file
and add it. (Try looking in
cplmemorylab, Documents.)

2. Name the file
At the bottom left of the
screen, name the file. Keep
the .mp4 ending.

4. Click start
3. Pick the place to save it
At the bottom right of the
screen, select your storage
device as the location to
save it.

At the top of the screen click on the
green "Start" arrow. Watch the
progress on the pineapple icon as your
file converts to .mp4.

How to view your .mp4 video
Find your video on your
external hard drive
by clicking on
the “Finder” icon
on the bottom row.

See your hard drive
on the left of the screen.

Highlight the file then
right click on the file.
Then, select
“Open with QuickTime Player”

Push the
arrow to play
the video.

Final
Step
Open Black Magic Media Express. Click on the
Untitled 01 clip and get the yellow line around it.
Right click, then delete the clip!

Pro Tips:
Divide your video into clips that
are shorter to watch and easier to
share.

Enjoy your
Videos!

Always delete your file
in Black Magic Media Express
once it has been converted
to a .mp4 in
HandBrake.

Troubleshooting your video
Audio levels and Brightness
When you have your video
playing, if the green bars
are not reaching their
halfway point then you may
want to raise the audio.
Likewise, if they are all the
way to the top, you may
want to lower the audio.

Click on the icon on the bottom
that says “Blackmagic Converters Setup.”

Click here.

Adjust video
levels then
click save.

Adjust audio
levels then
click save.

Exit the
software.

